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House Resolution 1092

By: Representatives Thomas of the 39th, Cannon of the 58th, Smyre of the 135th, Mitchell of

the 88th, and Cannon of the 58th 

A RESOLUTION

Commending Ashley McFarlin; and for other purposes.1

WHEREAS, Ashley McFarlin, a successful entrepreneur, television network executive,2

accomplished author, and faithful steward, has dedicated her life to creative expression and3

deeply relevant interpretations of the Bible; and4

WHEREAS, she is a survivor of a debilitating neurological disorder, mother of two beautiful5

children, and currently works professionally as the vice president of development at WeTV6

of AMC Networks; and7

WHEREAS, this remarkable individual has established a glowing reputation of renown8

throughout Georgia for her dedication and high ideals; and9

WHEREAS, Ashley, as a proud digital disciple of St. Matthew AME Church (Orange, NJ),10

has served as the Young Adult Ministry Coordinator for the past 6 years; she also leads a11

weekly Bible study for young adults and works tirelessly to keep the millennial generation12

engaged and excited about the Word of God as well as hosts a popular podcast, “Where's My13

Pulpit”; and14
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WHEREAS, Ashley's warm demeanor and thoughtful Biblical anecdotes have reached15

people all over the world through her work, her words, and her book, The Truth: Wrapped16

in Love,identifies how we may all apply the good news of God's Grace to our everyday lives;17

and18

WHEREAS, she has worked in television for over 20 years, and she is credited as an19

executive producer for shows such as Bravo's Housewives of the Potomac; Bravo's Real20

Housewives of Atlanta; and VH1's Girls Cruise; and21

WHEREAS, Ashley is dedicated to providing continuous innovation in the industry and22

remains steadfastly committed to the principles of skill, integrity, and responsibility; and23

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this24

extraordinary individual be appropriately recognized.25

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that26

the members of this body commend Ashley McFarlin for her successful spiritual,27

professional, and creative pursuits and offer their sincere best wishes for continued health28

and happiness.29

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized30

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to31

Ashley McFarlin.32


